Singles:
2. Metropolitan death 3
5. Md3 (D.A.R.Y.L. rmx)

DELOREAN
THE METROPOLITAN DEATH
Tracklist:
1. Metropolitan death 2
2. Metropolitan death 3
3. Metropolitan death 1
4. Metropolitan death 4
5. Md3 (D.A.R.Y.L. rmx)
6. Md4 (Undo & Vicknoise rmx)
7. Md3 (Coco & Bombjack rmx)
8. Md1 (Montreal rmx)
9. Md4 (Karlos Phazer rmx)
Selling points
. Delorean's third release after "Silhouettes"
(Underhill, 02) and "Delorean" (Bcore, 04)
. Recorded by Santi Garcia and Xavi Navarror
at Ultramarinos Costabrava studios in Sant
Feliu de Guíxols
. Remixes by renowned international Djs like
Undo & Vicknoise, DJCoco & Bombjack,

Definitively, Delorean are hitting the dancefloor. Their path from
"Silhouettes" (Underhill, 02), through "Delorean" (Bcore, 04), belongs
to a band in constant search of the strain between the organic and the
synthetic, a strain showed in their New Wave influences of their debut,
joining the coldness of neon with the warm of human heartbeat. With
this release (four new songs with almost same title plus their corresponding remixes), boys from Zarautz, reinvent themselves to define
their particular sound, achieving the most balanced combination of
drums (Igor), bass (Ekhi) and guitars (Tomás) with analogic keyboard
(Unai) and the dance rhythms they offered us to date. Ekhi's voice
takes the whole to the clímax, breaking the inflexibility of quarter note
bassdrum, and spitting his "more meaningful than before" lyrics out.
Such achievement makes them truly connoisseurs of the metropolitan
club culture, from a punk youngsters' perspective. A band who get tired
of guitar thickness, to go deep in dance, house, trance and night life.
With first division dance duos like Undo & Vicknoise, DJCoco &
Bombjack, D.A.R.Y.L, Montreal and Karlos Phazer, Delorean conquer the
dancefloor from dawn till the morning light.

D.A.R.Y.L, Montreal and Karlos Phazer,
. Last album "Delorean" appeared in all "Best
of 2004" polls of most important spanish
music magazines.
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